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The use of machine learning methods for accelerating the design of crystalline materials usually
requires manually constructed feature vectors or complex transformation of atom coordinates to
input the crystal structure, which either constrains the model to certain crystal types or makes it
difficult to provide chemical insights. Here, we develop a crystal graph convolutional neural net-
works (CGCNN) framework to directly learn material properties from the connection of atoms in
the crystal, providing a universal and interpretable representation of crystalline materials. Our
method provides a highly accurate prediction of DFT calculated properties for 8 different properties
of crystals with various structure types and compositions after trained with 104 data points. Fur-
ther, our framework is interpretable because one can extract the contributions from local chemical
environments to global properties. Using an example of perovskites, we show how this information
can be utilized to discover empirical rules for materials design.
Machine learning (ML) methods are becoming increas-
ingly popular in accelerating the design of new materi-
als by predicting material properties with accuracy close
to ab-initio calculations, but with computational speeds
orders of magnitude faster[1–3]. The arbitrary size of
crystal systems poses a challenge as they need to be rep-
resented as a fixed length vector in order to be com-
patible with most ML algorithms. This problem is usu-
ally resolved by manually constructing fixed-length fea-
ture vectors using simple material properties[1, 3–6] or
designing symmetry-invariant transformations of atom
coordinates[7–9]. However, the former requires case-by-
case design for predicting different properties and the lat-
ter makes it hard to interpret the models as a result of
the complex transformations.
In this letter, we present a generalized crystal graph
convolutional neural networks (CGCNN) framework for
representing periodic crystal systems that provides both
material property prediction with DFT accuracy and
atomic level chemical insights. Recent advances in “deep
learning” have enabled learning from a very raw represen-
tation of data, e.g. pixels of an image, making it possible
to build general models that outperforms traditionally
expert designed representations[10]. By looking into the
simplest form of crystal representation, i.e. the connec-
tion of atoms in the crystal, we directly build convolu-
tional neural networks on top of crystal graphs generated
from crystal structures. The CGCNN achieves similar
accuracy with respect to DFT calculations as DFT com-
pared with experimental data for eight different prop-
erties after being trained with data from the Materials
Project[11], indicating the generality of this method. We
also demonstrate the interpretability of CGCNN by ex-
tracting the energy of each site in the perovskite struc-
ture from the total energy, an example of learning the
contribution of local chemical environments to the global
property. The empirical rules generalized from the results
are consistent with the common knowledge for discover-
ing more stable perovskites and can significantly reduce
the search space for high throughput screening.
The main idea in our approach is to represent the crys-
tal structure by a crystal graph that encodes both atomic
information and bonding interactions between atoms,
and then build a convolutional neural network on top of
the graph to automatically extract representations that
are optimum for predicting target properties by training
with DFT calculated data. As illustrated in Figure 1
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the crystal graph convolutional neural
network (CGCNN). (a) Construction of the crystal graph.
Crystals are converted to graphs with nodes representing
atoms in the unit cell and edges representing atom connec-
tions. Nodes and edges are characterized by vectors corre-
sponding to the atoms and bonds in the crystal, respectively.
(b) Structure of the convolutional neural network on top of
the crystal graph. R convolutional layers and L1 hidden lay-
ers are built on top of each node, resulting in a new graph
with each node representing the local environment of each
atom. After pooling, a vector representing the entire crystal
is connected to L2 hidden layers, followed by the output layer
to provide the prediction.
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2(a), a crystal graph G is an undirected multigraph which
is defined by nodes representing atoms and edges rep-
resenting connections between atoms in a crystal (the
method for determining atom connectivity is explained
in Supplemental Material[12]). The crystal graph is un-
like normal graphs since it allows multiple edges between
the same pair of end nodes, a characteristic for crystal
graphs due to their periodicity, in contrast to molecular
graphs. Each node i is represented by a feature vector vi,
encoding the property of the atom corresponding to node
i. Similarly, each edge (i, j)k is represented by a feature
vector u(i,j)k corresponding to the k-th bond connecting
atom i and atom j.
The convolutional neural networks built on top of the
crystal graph consists of two major components: convo-
lutional layers and pooling layers. Similar architectures
have been used for computer vision[13], natural language
processing[14], molecular fingerprinting[15], and general
graph-structured data[16, 17] but not for crystal prop-
erty prediction to the best of our knowledge. The convo-
lutional layers iteratively update the atom feature vector
vi by “convolution” with surrounding atoms and bonds
with a non-linear graph convolution function.
v
(t+1)
i = Conv
(
v
(t)
i ,v
(t)
j ,u(i,j)k
)
, (i, j)k ∈ G (1)
After R convolutions, the network automatically learns
the feature vector v
(R)
i for each atom by iteratively in-
cluding its surrounding environment. The pooling layer
is then used for producing an overall feature vector vc
for the crystal, which can be represented by a pooling
function,
vc = Pool
(
v
(0)
0 ,v
(0)
1 , ...,v
(0)
N , ...,v
(R)
N
)
(2)
that satisfies permutational invariance with respect to
atom indexing and size invariance with respect to unit
cell choice. In this work, a normalized summation is used
as the pooling function for simplicity but other functions
can also be used. In addition to the convolutional and
pooling layers, two fully-connected hidden layers with the
depth of L1 and L2 are added to capture the complex
mapping between crystal structure and property. Finally,
an output layer is used to connect the L2 hidden layer to
predict the target property yˆ.
The training is performed by minimizing the difference
between the predicted property yˆ and the DFT calculated
property y, defined by a cost function J(y, yˆ). The whole
CGCNN can be considered as a function f parameterized
by weights W that maps a crystal C to the target prop-
erty yˆ. Using backpropagation and stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), we can solve the following optimization
problem by iteratively updating the weights with DFT
calculated data,
min
W
J(y, f(C;W )) (3)
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FIG. 2. The performance of CGCNN on the Materials Project
database[11]. (a) Histogram representing the distribution of
the number of elements in each crystal. (b) Mean absolute
error (MAE) as a function of training crystals for predicting
formation energy per atom using different convolution func-
tions. The shaded area denotes the MAE of DFT calculation
compared with experiments[18]. (c) 2D histogram represent-
ing the predicted formation per atom against DFT calculated
value. (d) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve vi-
sualizing the result of metal-semiconductor classification. It
plots the proportion of correctly identified metals (true pos-
itive rate) against the proportion of wrongly identified semi-
conductors (false positive rate) under different thresholds.
the learned weights can then be used to predict mate-
rial properties and provide chemical insights for future
materials design.
In Supplemental Material (SM), we use a simple exam-
ple to illustrate how a CGCNN composed of one linear
convolution layer and one pooling layer can differentiate
two crystal structures. With multiple convolution layers,
pooling layers and hidden layers, CGCNN can extract
any structure differences based on the atom connections
and discover the underlaying relations between structure
and property.
To demonstrate the generality of the CGCNN, we train
the model using calculated properties from the Materials
Project[11]. We focus on two types of generality in this
work: (1) The structure types and chemical compositions
for which our model can be applied, and (2) the number
of properties that our model can accurately predict.
The database we used includes a diverse set of inor-
ganic crystals ranging from simple metals to complex
minerals. After removing ill-converged crystals, the full
database has 46744 materials covering 87 elements, 7 lat-
tice systems and 216 space groups. As shown in Figure
2(a), the materials consist of as many as seven different
elements, with 90% of them binary, ternary and quater-
nary compounds. The number of atoms in the primi-
tive cell ranges from 1 to 200, and 90% of crystals have
3less than 60 atoms(Figure S2). Considering most of the
crystals originate from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database (ICSD)[19], this database is a good represen-
tation of known stoichiometric inorganic crystals.
The CGCNN is a flexible framework that allows vari-
ance in the crystal graph representation, neural network
architecture, and training process, resulting in different
f in Eq. 3 and prediction performance. To choose the
best model, we apply a train-validation scheme to op-
timize the prediction of formation energies of crystals.
Each model is trained with 60% of the data and then
validated with 20% of the data, and the best-performing
model in validation set is selected. In our study, we find
that the neural network architecture, especially the form
of convolution function in Eq. 1, has the largest impact
on prediction performance. We start with a simple con-
volution function,
v
(t+1)
i = g
∑
j,k
v
(t)
j ⊕ u(i,j)k
W (t)c + v(t)i W (t)s + b(t)

(4)
where ⊕ denotes concatenation of atom and bond fea-
ture vectors, W
(t)
c , W
(t)
s , b(t) are the convolution weight
matrix, self weight matrix, and bias of the t-th layer,
respectively, and g is the activation function for intro-
ducing non-linear coupling between layers. By optimiz-
ing hyperparameters in Table S1, the lowest mean abso-
lute error (MAE) for the validation set is 0.108 eV/atom.
One limitation of Eq. 4 is that it uses a shared weight
matrix W
(t)
c for all neighbors of i, which neglects the
differences of interaction strength between neighbors.
To overcome this problem, we design a new convolu-
tion function that first concatenates neighbor vectors
z
(t)
(i,j)k
= v
(t)
i ⊕ v(t)j ⊕ u(i,j)k , then perform convolution
by,
v
(t+1)
i = v
(t)
i +
∑
j,k
σ(z
(t)
(i,j)k
W
(t)
f +b
(t)
f )g(z(t)(i,j)kW
(t)
s +b
(t)
s )
(5)
where  denotes element-wise multiplication and σ de-
notes a sigmoid function. In Eq. 5, the σ(·) functions as
a learned weight matrix to differentiate interactions be-
tween neighbors, and adding v
(t)
i makes learning deeper
networks easier[20]. We achieve MAE on the valida-
tion set of 0.039 eV/atom using the modified convolution
function, a significant improvement compared to Eq. 4.
In Figure S3, we compare the effects of several other hy-
perparameters on the MAE which are much smaller than
the effect of convolution function.
Figure 2(b)(c) shows the performance of the two mod-
els on 9350 test crystals for predicting the formation en-
ergy per atom. We find a systematic decrease of the mean
absolute error (MAE) of the predicted values compared
with DFT calculated values for both convolution func-
tions as the number of training data is increased. The
best MAE’s we achieved with Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 are 0.136
eV/atom and 0.039 eV/atom, and 90% of the crystals
TABLE I. Summary of the prediction performance of seven
different properties on test sets.
Property # of train data Unit MAEmodel MAEDFT
Formation
energy
28046 eV/atom 0.039 0.081–
0.136[18]
Absolute
energy
28046 eV/atom 0.072 –
Band gap 16458 eV 0.388 0.6[23]
Fermi energy 28046 eV 0.363 –
Bulk moduli 2041 log(GPa) 0.054 0.050[24]
Shear moduli 2041 log(GPa) 0.087 0.069[24]
Poisson ratio 2041 – 0.030 –
are predicted within 0.3 eV/atom and 0.08 eV/atom er-
rors, respectively. In comparison, Kirklin et al. reports
that the MAE of DFT calculation with respect to exper-
imental measurements in the Open Quantum Materials
Database (OQMD) is 0.081–0.136 eV/atom depending
on whether the energies of the elemental reference states
are fitted, although they also find a large MAE of 0.082
eV/atom between different sources of experimental data.
Given the comparison, our CGCNN approach provides
a reliable estimation of DFT calculations and can po-
tentially be applied to predict properties calculated by
more accurate methods like GW [21] and quantum Monte
Carlo[22].
After establishing the generality of CGCNN with re-
spect to the diversity of crystals, we next explore its pre-
diction performance for different material properties. We
apply the same framework to predict the absolute energy,
band gap, Fermi energy, bulk moduli, shear moduli, and
Poisson ratio of crystals using DFT calculated data from
the Materials Project[11]. The prediction performance
of Eq. 5 is improved compared to Eq. 4 for all six
properties (Table S4). We summarize the performance
in Table I and the corresponding 2D histograms in Fig-
ure S4. As we can see, the MAE of our model are close
to or higher than DFT accuracy relative to experiments
for most properties when ∼104 training data is used. For
elastic properties, the errors are higher since less data is
available, and the accuracy of DFT relative to experi-
ments can be expected if ∼104 training data is available
(Figure S5).
Recently, Jong et al.[25] developed a statistical learn-
ing (SL) framework using multivariate local regression on
crystal descriptors to predict elastic properties using the
same data from the Materials Project. By using the same
number of training data, our model achieves root mean
squared error (RMSE) on test sets of 0.105 log(GPa) and
0.127 log(GPa) for the bulk and shear moduli, which
is similar to the RMSE of SL on the entire dataset of
0.0750 log(GPa) and 0.1378 log(GPa). Comparing the
two methods, CGCNN predicts properties by extracting
features only from crystal structure, while SL depends on
crystal descriptors like cohesive energy and volume per
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FIG. 3. Extraction of site energy of perovskites from to-
tal energy above hull. (a) Structure of perovskites. (b) 2D
histogram representing the predicted total formation against
DFT calculated value. (c, d) Periodic table with the color of
each element representing the mean of the site energy when
the element occupies A site (c) or B site (d).
atom. Recently, 1585 new crystals with elastic properties
have been uploaded to the Materials Project database.
Our model in Table I achieves MAE of 0.077 Log(GPa)
for bulk moduli and 0.114 Log(GPa) for shear moduli on
these crystals, showing good generalization to materials
from potentially different crystal groups.
In addition to predicting continuous properties,
CGCNN can also predict discrete properties by changing
the output layer. By using a softmax activation function
for the output layer and a cross entropy cost function,
we can predict the classification of metal and semicon-
ductor with the same framework. In Figure 2(d), we
show the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
of the prediction on 9350 test crystals. Excellent pre-
diction performance is achieved with the area under the
curve (AUC) at 0.95. By choosing a threshold of 0.5, we
get metal prediction accuracy at 0.80, semiconductor pre-
diction accuracy at 0.95, and overall prediction accuracy
at 0.90.
Model interpretability is a desired property for any
ML algorithms applied in materials science, because it
can provide additional information for material design
which may be more valuable than simply screening a
large number of materials. However, non-linear functions
are needed to learn the complex structure-property rela-
tions, resulting in ML models that are hard to interpret.
CGCNN resolves this dilemma by separating the convo-
lution and pooling layers. After the R convolutional and
L1 hidden layers, we map the last atom feature vector
v
(R)
i to a scalar v˜i and perform a linear pooling to pre-
dict the target property directly without the L2 hidden
layers (details discussed in SM). Therefore, we can learn
the contribution of different local chemical environments,
represented by v˜i for each atom, to the target property
while maintaining a model with high capacity to ensure
the prediction performance.
We demonstrate how these local chemical environment
related information can be used to provide chemical in-
sights and guide the material design by a specific exam-
ple: learning the energy of each site in perovskites from
the total energy above hull data. Perovskite is a crystal
structure type with the form of ABX3, where the site A
atom sits at a corner position, the site B atom sits at a
body centered position and site X atoms sit at face cen-
tered positions (Figure 3(a)). The database[26] we use
includes the energy above hull of 18928 perovskite crys-
tals, in which A and B sites can be any non-radioactive
metals and X sites can be one or several elements from O,
N, S, and F. We use the CGCNN with a linear pooling to
predict the total energy above hull of perovskites in the
database, using Eq. 4 as the convolution function. The
resulting MAE on 3787 test perovskites is 0.130 eV/atom
as shown in Figure 3(b), which is slightly higher than us-
ing a complete pooling layer and L2 hidden layers (0.099
eV/atom as shown in Figure S6) due to the additional
constraints introduced by the simplified pooling layer.
However, this CGCNN allows us to learn the energy of
each site in the crystal while training with the total en-
ergy above hull, providing additional insights for material
design.
Figure 3(c, d) visualizes the mean of the predicted site
energies when each element occupies the A and B site
respectively. The most stable elements that occupy the
A site are those with large radii due to the space needed
for 12 coordinations. In contrast, elements with small
radii like Be, B, Si are the most unstable for occupy-
ing the A site. For the B site, elements in groups 4,
5, and 6 are the most stable throughout the periodic
table. This can be explained by crystal field theory,
since the configuration of d electrons of these elements
favors the octahedral coordination in the B site. Inter-
estingly, the visualization shows that large atoms from
groups 13-15 are stable in the A site, in addition to the
well-known region of groups 1-3 elements. Inspired by
this result, we applied a combinational search for stable
perovskites using elements from group 13-15 as the A
site and group 4-6 as the B site. Due to the theoreti-
cal inaccuracies of DFT calculations and the possibility
of metastable phases that can be stabilized by temper-
ature, defects, and substrates, many synthesizable inor-
5ganic crystals have positive calculated energies above hull
at 0 K. Some metastable nitrides can even have energies
up to 0.2 eV/atom above hull as a result of the strong
bonding interactions[27]. In this work, since some of the
perovskites are also nitrides, we choose to set the cut-
off energy for potential synthesizability at 0.2 eV/atom.
We discovered 33 perovskites that fall within this thresh-
old out of 378 in the entire dataset, among which 8 are
within the cutoff out of 58 in the test set (Table S5).
Many of these compounds like PbTiO3[28], PbZrO3[28],
SnTaO3[29], and PbMoO3[30] have been experimentally
synthesized. Note that PbMoO3 has calculated energy
0.18 eV/atom above hull, indicating that our choice of
cutoff energy is reasonable. In general, chemical insights
gained from CGCNN can significantly reduce the search
space for high throughput screening. In comparison,
there are only 228 potentially synthesizable perovskites
out of 18928 in our database: the chemical insight in-
creased the search efficiency by a factor of 7.
In summary, the crystal graph convolutional neural
networks (CGCNN) presents a flexible machine learning
framework for material property prediction and design
knowledge extraction. The framework provides a reli-
able estimation of DFT calculations using around 104
training data for 8 properties of inorganic crystals with
diverse structure types and compositions. As an exam-
ple of knowledge extraction, we apply this approach to
the design of new perovskite materials and show that in-
formation extracted from the model is consistent with
common chemical insights and significantly reduces the
search space for high throughput screening.
The code for the CGCNN is available from Ref. [31].
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1Supplemental Materials: Crystal Graph Convolutional Neural Networks for an
Accurate and Interpretable Prediction of Material Properties
SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS AND DISCUSSIONS
Construction of crystal graphs
The connectivity between atoms in a crystal graph is determined by a method inspired by Ref. [S4]. For each
atom, neighbors are first searched within 6 A˚ radius, and they are considered as connected when they share a Voronoi
face [S39] with the center atom and have interatomic distance lower than the sum of the Cordero covalent bond
lengths [S34] with a 0.25 A˚ tolerance. Therefore, only strong bonding interactions are considered in the crystal graph
construction.
It is worth noting that by using convolution function Eq. 5 in the main text, the connectivity between atoms becomes
less important because the σ(·) part automatically ignores weak bonds. In practice, we discover that connecting 12
nearest neighbors in the initial graph construction performs as good as using the method described above.
Atom and bond properties are encoded in node feature vectors vi and edge feature vectors u(i,j)k using one
hot encoding. For discrete values, the vectors are encoded according to the category that the value belongs to;
for continuous values, the range of property values is evenly divided to 10 categories and the vectors are encoded
accordingly. The full list of atom and bond properties as well as their ranges are in Table II and Table III. For
instance, if we use the group number and period number as atom features, the atom feature vector for H will be a
27-dimensional vector with 1st and 19th element being 1 and other elements being 0. If the interatomic distance is
0.7, then the bond feature vector will be a 10-dimensional vector with 1st element being 1 and other elements being
0.
Illustrative example for differentiating NaCl and KCl
We provide a simple illustrative example to explain how CGCNN works by completing the task of differentiating
the structures of NaCl and KCl. Concretely, the task is to predict +1 if the crystal structure is NaCl and -1 if the
structure is KCl. We can accomplish it with a CGCNN with only one convolutional layer and one pooling layer.
In Fig. S1, we convert the original crystal structures of NaCl and KCl to their corresponding crystal graphs. Note
that the four Na and Cl nodes in the crystal graph of NaCl all have the same chemical environments, and we can
actually simplify it to a crystal graph with two nodes. Here we use this eight-node crystal graph to illustrate that
CGCNN is invariant to the choice of unit cells. For simplicity, we only use atom feature vectors without bond feature
vectors in crystal graphs, since it is enough to differentiate NaCl and KCl. Specifically, each node is represented by
following vectors according to the element information.
vCl =
(
1 0 0
)
;vNa =
(
0 1 0
)
;vK =
(
0 0 1
)
; (S1)
Then, we apply one convolutions to each node in the two crystal graphs according to Eq. 4 in the main text. We
initialize Wc and Ws as,
Wc =
wc1wc2
wc3
 ;Ws =
ws1ws2
ws3
 ; (S2)
and for simplicity, we set b = 0 and g(x) = x. After one convolution, in NaCl, the feature of each node becomes,
v
(1)
Na = 6wc1 + ws2 (S3)
v
(1)
Cl = 6wc2 + ws1 (S4)
and in KCl,
v
(1)
K = 8wc1 + ws3 (S5)
v
(1)
Cl = 8wc3 + ws1 (S6)
2After convolution, we apply a simple normalized pooling by summing over the feature vectors of all nodes v
(1)
i
within the crystal graph, and then divide it by the total number of nodes. Consequently, the overall feature vectors
of the two crystal graphs are,
vNaCl = 3wc1 + 3wc2 + 0.5ws1 + 0.5ws2 (S7)
vKCl = 4wc1 + 4wc3 + 0.5ws1 + 0.5ws3 (S8)
Since the crystal feature vectors are already one-dimension, we do not need another output layer to map them into
the target value. So, our predictions are,
yˆNaCl = 3wc1 + 3wc2 + 0.5ws1 + 0.5ws2 (S9)
yˆKCl = 4wc1 + 4wc3 + 0.5ws1 + 0.5ws3 (S10)
We can easily find Wc and Ws that make yˆNaCl = 1 and yˆKCl = −1, showing that CGCNN are capable of
differentiating NaCl and KCl. In this example, the existence of certain weights wci or wsi in Eq. S9 and Eq. S10
indicates the occurrence of elements as centers or neighbors respectively, while the factor represents the frequency of
occurrence, both of which can help differentiating the two crystals.
When more training data is available, we could not find Wc and Ws that result in zero loss since the weights are
shared for all crystals. Methods like stochastic gradient descent (SGD) can me used to minimize the loss and find the
weights that maximize the prediction performance. Also, more complex CGCNN structures can be used to capture
more structure information.
Hyperparameter optimization
The hyperparameters are parameters that defines the CGCNN. They include graph parameters that are used to
generate the crystal graph, architecture parameters that are used to define the convolutional neural network on top of
the crystal graph, and training parameters that are used for the training process. Unlike the weights that are trained
via SGD, the hyperparameters are chosen through a train-validation process.
We first randomly divide our database into three parts: training set (60%), validation set (20%), and test set
(20%). Model with different hyperparameters are trained on training set via SGD, and the resulting weights are used
to predict the property of crystals in validation set. By comparing to the properties calculated by DFT, and the
hyperparameters that provide lowest MAE or AOC in the validation set are chosen as the optimum hyperparameters.
For convolution function Eq. 4, we use random search to optimize all the hyperparameters listed in Table I. Since
the influence of hyperparameter optimization is much smaller than the convolution functions as shown in Fig. S3, we
only optimize number of convolutional layers, regularization term, and step size of the Adam optimizer when using
convolution function Eq. 5.
Pooling layer choices
Throughout this work, normalized summation is used as a pooling function as described in the main text. However,
for convolutional function Eq. 4, we sum up different feature vectors for the purpose of either maximizing prediction
performance or interpretability.
To maximize prediction performance, we utilize feature vectors from all convolutional layers. Each feature vector
v
(t)
i from the t-th convolution is first transformed to the same dimension by a linear map and then sparsified by a
Softmax function (Eq. S12), resulting in a vector v˜
(t)
i with the same dimension. Then, the pooling layer sums over
feature vectors v˜
(t)
i from all convolutional layers where t = 0, 1, .., R and over all atoms i = 1, 2, ..., N . The resulting
crystal vector vc is then normalized to be invariant to crystal size. This pooling includes all intermediate feature
vectors representing chemical environments of various radius, which is more complete and resulting better prediction
performance.
Softmax (z)j =
exp(zj)∑
k exp(zk)
(S11)
v˜
(t)
i = Softmax(Wtv
(t)
i + bt) (S12)
3vc =
∑
t,i
v˜
(t)
i (S13)
To get better interpretability, we directly map the final feature vector after R convolutional layers and L1 hidden
layers v
(R)
i to a scalar v˜i using a linear transform (Eq. S14), and then summing up the scalars to predict the target
property vc. After training with the global property vc, the model automatically learns the contribution of each local
chemical environments represented by v˜i.
v˜i = W
Tv
(R)
i + b (S14)
vc =
1
N
∑
i
v˜i (S15)
For convolution function Eq. 5, we directly compute the normalized sum of the last feature vector v
(R)
i after R
convolutional layers as a pooling function (Eq. S16) since the residual structure in Eq. 5 allows information passed to
the last layer which makes adding v
(t)
i from previous convolutional layers unnecessary.
vc =
1
N
∑
i
v
(R)
i (S16)
4SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
FIG. S1. The crystal structures and crystal graphs of NaCl (a) and KCl (b).
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FIG. S2. Histogram representing the distribution of the number of atoms in the primitive cells.
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2 features include group number and period number, the 3 features additionally include electronegativity, and the 9 features
include all properties in Table II. (b) Number of convolutional layers. (c) Logarithm of the step size.
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FIG. S4. 2D histogram visualizing the predictive performance of six properties. (a) Total energy per atom. (b) Band gap. (c)
Fermi energy. (d) Bulk moduli. (e) Shear moduli. (e) Poisson ratio.
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FIG. S5. The MAE of predicted bulk modulus with respect to DFT values against the number of training crystals. The dashed
line shows the MAE of DFT calculations with respect to experimental results [S24], which is 0.050 Log(GPa).
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FIG. S6. 2D histogram visualizing the performance of predicting formation energy of perovskites using a full pooling layer with
Eq. 4 as the convolution function.
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TABLE I. A list of hyperparameters that are optimized in this work.
Hyperparameter Range
Number of properties used in atom feature vector vi 2, 3, 10
Number of convolutional layers 1, 2, ..., 5
Length of learned atom feature vector v
(t)
i 10, 20, 50, 100, 200
Number of hidden layer L1
a 1, 2, ..., 4
Number of hidden layer L2
a 1, 2, ..., 5
Regularization term λb e−6, e−4, e−2, e0
Scaling factor of the Gaussian initialization of weights e−8, e−6, e−4, e−2
Step size of the Adam optimizer[S37] e−8, e−7, e−6, e−5, e−4, e−3
Dropout fraction[S38] 0, 0.1, 0.2
a The hidden layers L1 and L2 are not used simultaneously in this work. We only use L2 for the prediction of material properties and
L1 for the learning of individual site energies in perovskites.
b L2 regularization term λ ‖W ‖22 is added to cost function to reduce overfitting.
TABLE II. Properties used in atom feature vector vi
Property Unit Range # of categories
Group number – 1,2, ..., 18 18
Period number – 1,2, ..., 9a 9
Electronegativity[S32, S33] – 0.5–4.0 10
Covalent radius[S34] pm 25–250 10
Valence electrons – 1, 2, ..., 12 12
First ionization energy[S35]b eV 1.3–3.3 10
Electron affinity[S36] eV -3–3.7 10
Block – s, p, d, f 4
Atomic volumeb cm3/mol 1.5–4.3 10
a The lanthanide and actinide elements are considered as period 8 and 9 respectively.
b Log scale is used for these properties.
TABLE III. Properties used in bond feature vector u(i,j)k
Property Unit Range # of categories
Atom distance A˚ 0.7–5.2 10
TABLE IV. Comparison of the prediction performance of seven different properties on test sets using different convolution
functions.
Property # Train data Unit MAEEq. 4 MAEEq. 5
Formation energy 28046 eV/atom 0.112 0.039
Absolute energy 28046 eV/atom 0.227 0.072
Band gap 16458 eV 0.530 0.388
Fermi energy 28046 eV 0.564 0.363
Bulk moduli 2041 Log(GPa) 0.084 0.054
Shear moduli 2041 Log(GPa) 0.113 0.087
Poisson ratio 2041 – 0.033 0.030
9TABLE V. Perovskites with energy above hull lower than 0.2 eV/atom discovered using combinational search.
Formula A site B site Formation energy per atom (eV/atom)
Training Set (60%)
TlNbO3 Tl Nb 0.0
SnTiO3 Sn Ti 0.1
PbVO3 Pb V 0.04
SnTaO3 Sn Ta 0.0
TlWO3 Tl W 0.12
PbMoO3 Pb Mo 0.18
PbCrO3 Pb Cr 0.14
SnNbO3 Sn Nb 0.14
SnTaO2N Sn Ta 0.14
TlTaOFN Tl Ta 0.18
TlTaO2F Tl Ta 0.04
TlHfO2F Tl Hf 0.18
PbTiO3 Pb Ti 0.06
InNbO3 In Nb 0.06
InWO3 In W 0.18
InTaO3 In Ta -0.16
InNbO2F In Nb 0.18
InTaO2S In Ta 0.18
Validation Set (20%)
TlNbO2F Tl Nb 0.08
TlZrO2F Tl Zr 0.14
SnVO3 Sn V 0.12
TlTiO2F Tl Ti -0.02
PbNbO2N Pb Nb 0.18
PbZrO3 Pb Zr 0.08
PbNbO3 Pb Nb 0.04
Test Set (20%)
BiCrO3 Bi Cr 0.14
PbVO2F Pb V 0.14
SnNbO2N Sn Nb 0.18
PbHfO3 Pb Hf 0.1
TlTaO3 Tl Ta 0.1
PbTaO3 Pb Ta 0.18
InTaO2F In Ta 0.08
InZrO2F In Zr 0.16
